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WELCOME
Hello lovers, and welcome to our 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe programme!

The last 12 months have been brilliant and very busy for us, culminating with Civil
Disobedience being named a finalist in the 'One to Watch' category of the 2018 Sunday
Herald Scottish Culture Awards earlier this year!

We had a fantastic first full Fringe season in 2017, generating an estimated economic impact
of nearly £450,000 for Edinburgh, as well as 24 unique job opportunities for Scottish, UK and
international practitioners.

This year, our focus is on the role of art in pushing society forward, through debate as well
as humour. Our projects range from the feelgood sass of America’s Got Talent finalist Hans
and retro drag extravaganza Bugle Boys, to the ghoulishly twisted mind of cult New York
storyteller Dandy Darkly.

We've also got Roman Fraden camping it up as he figure skates his way back in the closet,
Mari Moriarty uncovering a deeply personal trauma, and Annie George exploring the
censorship and silencing of women in her cross-artwork collaboration Twa.

In addition, we're delighted to have partnered with The Federation Wallonia-Brussels this
year to help deliver four world-class pieces of dance/theatre from the region. And last but
certainly not least, we're presenting three public debates at Fringe Central about the role of
art as activism, with provocations from Courtney Act and Pussy Riot.

Phew! We can’t wait to unleash the incredible talent
in this programme on Fringe audiences and we hope to see
lots of you at our shows...or in the bar.

Here's to a very happy Fringe season for one and all!

Cheers,
Joe, Louise & Barry x
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ANNIE GEORGE
IN COLLABORATION WITH FLORE GARDNER

'Twa' is a powerful performance that weaves together memoir and myth in a blend of
theatrical storytelling and digital and live drawing response.

Award-winning writer Annie George and visual artist Flore Gardner unwind contrasting
stories about women who are silenced or censored and who discover other means of
expression besides the voice to convey their truths. A journey between parallel worlds,
guided by dark poetic text, startling imagery, music and sound design, Twa is a multilayered experience which explores how the creative act can become an act of
resistance.
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ATOMIC 3001
'Atomic 3001' is a futuristic dance ritual which submits a being to a perpetual and
incoercible pulse, drawing her into an infernal dance machine. The implacable sound
brings her to exhaustion, trance and incandescence.

Atomic 3001 is the result of a collaboration between choreographer Leslie Mannès,
composer Thomas Turine (AKA Sitoid) and lighting designer Vincent Lemaître. They
gather to create a form in which their different practices – movement, sound and light
– fully mingle to generate a powerful sensorial experience; a mechanical and warlike
energy. Precise, unceasing, metamorphosing.
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AUTÓCTONOS II
A quintet made up of a pianist/composer and four dancers, 'Autóctonos II' explores
belonging to a group in this society of endurance, indifference and productivity.

Both abstract and mathematical at first sight, the piece bases its writing on the
physical tenacity and commitment of its performers. A power that is highly sensitive,
held together by an ever finer thread.
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BACKUP
North Pole, 4am. Under a snowstorm powerful enough to wrestle with a sequoia,
a tired van finds its way across the icecap. Three reporters step out onto the ice as if
stepping on the moon for the first time. A bear stares straight at them. The team gets
ready...

In 'Backup', the Focus Company and the Chaliwaté Company work meticulously to
create a singular visual, metaphoric and poetic language that grows from daily life,
personal, intimate experience, and the “infra-ordinary”, aiming to touch the universal
and question that which no longer seems to concern us.
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BUGLE BOYS
Long before The Spice Girls, Bananarama, and The Supremes, The Andrews Sisters
ruled the airways. As the original girl group, they were a global sensation during their
heyday in the late 1930s and throughout the 1940s, selling records by the millions.

In 'Bugle Boys: A Salute to The Andrews Sisters', three sassy drag queens – frocked up
to the nines – bitch, squabble, and sing some of The Andrews Sisters’ most iconic
songs live, delivering a hilarious and ludicrous celebration of their work in this
comedy-cabaret drag extravaganza.
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DANDY DARKLY
New York City's critically acclaimed satirist and cult horror raconteur, Dandy Darkly,
returns to the Fringe for another horrific, hysterical, late-night frolic. Join Dandy
aboard the infamous Gaybird Steamer for the smartest, sleaziest ride of your life. In
'Dandy Darkly's All Aboard', enjoy a drippin' earful of Southern Gothic grotesquery –
country fried robots, spider gods, beauty shops and inbred freakery – also trains,
trains, trains!

"Fantastical fairy-tale horror, equal parts Tennessee Williams, Edgar Allen Poe and
Bruce La Bruce." **** (Time Out). "

Rock-poet dismantles the American dream. Mesmerising in his rawness
and realism." **** (Fest Mag)
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HANS
In new show 'Like a German', international superstar Hans – the boy wonder of Berlin
– serves up an all-singing, all-tap dancing, accordion-pumping, glittering blitzkrieg of
cabaret, backed by his three-piece band The Ungrateful Bastards!

With more sparkle than a Studio 54 mirrorball and more feathers than a battery hen
farm, hilarious Hans will have you slapping your thighs so hard, you'll think it's
Oktoberfest. He's a little Marlene, a little Madonna. A little Minogue, a little...Merkel.
Hans is the ultimate showboy...in a pair of showgirl hot pants.

"Hans down one of the most hilarious nights." (BroadwayBaby.com)
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JET OF BLOOD
Part musical, part protest piece, 'Jet of Blood' is an autobiographical hybrid of
docudrama, ballet, opera and performance art by Mari Moriarty (the actor trapped
inside the fur suit in Roddy Bottum's 'Sasquatch, The Opera'), that explores a highly
personal trauma with brutal honesty.

Trigger warnings include (but are not limited to): rape, graphic pornography,
excessive drug use, violence, the musical styling of Miley Cyrus, self-mutilation,
corruption, anorexia/bulimia, and the not-so-unique but true story of one 14-year-old
boy in North America's oldest and most prestigious prep school.

Jet of Blood is not for the faint of heart.
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tickets: edfringe.com
14:10 (70 mins)

ROMAN FRADEN
American figure skating champion turned comedian Roman Fraden invites you to take
a cosmic journey 'Back in the Closet' – his uproarious personal odyssey through motel
rooms with Tonya Harding, catastrophic Grindr hookups, and the deeply upsetting
story behind why Sting once called him "the pussy of a plant".

Back in the Closet sees Roman weave incredibly revealing stand-up and outrageous
physical comedy into a masterful takedown of modern life.
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SHOW UP
Created and performed by Peter Michael Marino, 'Show Up' is a semi-improvised,
socially anxious comedy that’s based on the audience’s life experiences, featuring an
arsenal of Post-it® Notes. Oh, and there’s a party.

SHOW UP, KIDS!
What do you do when the main attraction at a show for kids goes AWOL? Why, make a
performance up on the spot, of course! In 'Show Up, Kids!', Pete gets his junior
audience members (and sometimes their adults) to write, direct and design a comedy
improv in a fresh, fun and interactive twist on traditional children’s entertainment.
What could possibly go wrong?!
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Check edfringe.com for details

Free Fringe shows
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STOEL (CHAIR)
Using a set made of chairs and the rhythm of cello and voice, two dancers revisit
these familiar objects in 'Stoel (Chair)'. They organise, transform and move around
the space. As it gets installed and shared in various ways, the chair becomes a
playground, a place for fancy, an opportunity for meetings. Be it stable or unstable,
light or brutish, between building and undoing, dance appears.

This choreographic duet was the recipient of the Minister for Children and Media
award during the Rencontres Théâtre Jeune Public de Huy in 2015 and Critics' Prize for
Best Young Audience Play 2015-2016.
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DISOBEY
ART AS ACTIVISM IN A TIME OF TURMOIL
PROVOCATION BY PUSSY RIOT

"Civil Disobedience becomes a sacred duty when the state has become
lawless and corrupt." – Mahatma Gandhi

Does art have the power to generate social and political change? It’s a question that
has been discussed endlessly over the centuries but seems especially timely in the
past few years. The Fringe exists because of an act of protest in 1947. Join us as we
explore the role of the artist in changing the world.
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WHAT'S THE T?
DRAGGING YOU INTO THE MAINSTREAM
PROVOCATION BY COURTNEY ACT

Civil Disobedience and a panel of special guest artists explore how the rising
prominence of the underground drag scene is informing cultural discussions
surrounding social issues including gender, race and sexual orientation.

This 90-minute session will be kicked off with a provocation delivered by Australian
drag performer Courtney Act (RuPaul’s Drag Race, Celebrity Big Brother), followed by
a panel discussion and Q&A.
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STAY NASTY
PERSISTENT AND NASTY

The first Edinburgh outing of the 'Persistent and Nasty' debate series, focusing on the
female-identified voice in stage and screen. Male, male-identified and gender fluid
audience members are also very welcome.

Persistent and Nasty was born from the frustration and anger of four Glasgow-based
actresses/writers, fed up with the treatment of women across the industry; from the
lack of profile female writers get, to the way that women are treated in the casting
process. Expect guest speakers and lively debate.
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IT'S KIKI TIME
CALARTS FESTIVAL THEATRE HOSTS A
FRINGE QUEER ARTISTS KIKI

Let’s have a Kiki! Drag duo Hasadick and Rosay host this year’s LGBTQ artist mixer. The
goal of this event is not only to bring queer artists together, but to create a network
of potential collaborators worldwide.

Come celebrate with us as we bring together all sorts of queer folx and create an
environment where people can share their stories, support each other and laugh like
only we can!
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ABOUT US
WE'RE ALL ABOUT ART
Civil Disobedience is an international producing house collaborating with world-class artists to get
their work onto global stages. Collectively we have over 20 years of arts management experience, as
well as 15+ years in comms and marketing.

We love managing great shows and helping talented performers reach new audiences. In 2017, our
debut year, we supported 64 artists in presenting 344 performances across 16 venues in Edinburgh,
London, Brighton, New York and Orlando.

WE'RE ONE TO WATCH: SCOTTISH CULTURE AWARDS 2018
We were beyond chuffed when Civil Disobedience was named a finalist in the ‘One to Watch’ category
of the 2018 Sunday Herald Scottish Culture Awards earlier this year!

The type of work that we do is not always celebrated. Awards and funding streams are typically for
theatre companies, artists, performers and other creatives, not producers. So to us this nomination
is a much appreciated acknowledgement not just of our work, but of the value that arts managers
can bring to the table in general.
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